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EDITORIAL
THE ITALIAN STYLE THAT STARTS
FROM THE DINING TABLE
Italian style being unmistakable is a widely known fact, especially when it comes to cooking.
It is a dream with a distinctly genuine flavor, a journey that tastes of tradition and tales handed down,
unchanged for centuries, to the extent of having become a true universal heritage. Today, Italian food
and wines tell us a story of the human and creative endeavors of a great number of Italian people who
– by way of their commitment – have managed to bring an infinite range of emotions within the reach
of a glass, or a fork, all over the world.
A tradition made of love, passion, craftsmanship and innovation for the survival of which the creation
of a truly virtuous and collaborative network, dedicated to the promotion and evolution of Italian
excellence had become essential.
For many years now, the consortiums dedicated to the protection of those products that are at the very
core of Made in Italy have worked tirelessly in order to safeguard and promote both this heritage and
the historic entities of the Italian food and wine industry. Their endeavors have contributed to the
creation and the strengthening of an extraordinary reputation for an industry that encompasses nature,
history, tradition and innovation.
Never before – as in this re-opening phase in which there is a renewed trust towards the restaurant world
– have the events organized by the consortiums in overseas restaurants been deemed of such utmost
importance. We have always been an advocate of systems as the key to success and of cohesion among
players as something that makes “team” Italy extremely competitive and successful.
Wherever you are in the world, we encourage you to find within these pages, an itinerary within Italy, to
discover some of Italy’s major consortiums of the food and wine industry. From Brunello di Montalcino
to Prosciutto di Parma, through the many precious testimonies as to the legendary Made in Italy of all
sectors. To keep yourself updated on all such events, follow us on our social networks and website.
Wishing you all a pleasant trip.
@allaboutitaly_mag
@allaboutitaly
www.allaboutitaly.net
Paolo Del Panta
Editor in Chief
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CRESPI D’ADDA,
THE VILLAGE OF THE
COMPANY’S WORKERS
The village of Crespi d’Adda has been part of UNESCO’s
World Heritage List since 1995. The entry describes it as “an
outstanding example of 19th and early 20th century ‘company
towns’ built in Europe and North America by enlightened
industrialists in order to meet the workers’ needs. The site is
still remarkably intact and partly used for industrial purposes,
although changing economic and social conditions now
threaten its very survival.”
Crespi d’Adda is a perfect example of an architectural complex
that depicts a rather significant historical period: that of the
birth of Italy’s modern industry.
Situated in the province of Bergamo between the Adda and
the Brembo rivers in the North of Italy, it was originally
created by the Crespi family in 1878. This was a family of
cotton manufacturers that wished to create the “ideal workers’
village.” In this “small world,” the owners “reigned” from their
magnificent castle and took care of their employees. The idea
resembled that of an ancient fief.
The Crespi’s residence was therefore a symbol of both their
authority as well as the benevolence they bestowed upon the
workers and their families. Only the factory’s employees could
reside in the village, which meant that the life of the community
entirely revolved around the factory, its rhythms and its
requirements. “From the cradle to the grave” both inside and
outside the factory, the master provided for all of the employees’
needs and of those that depended on them. This meant that the
masters not only took care of the houses, but also of all public
services that were necessary for a well-functioning community
life: church, school, hospital, recreation club, theatre, public
baths, clothing shops, groceries shops, cemetery, etc.
The village has been very well kept, and still bears its original
urban and architectural characteristics. Despite the fact that the
cotton factory ceased its production operations in 2004, to this
very day the community is largely made up of descendants of
the company’s original employees.
Margherita Pituano
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ON THE ALPS,
AN ARTISTIC
ASTRONOMICAL
INSTRUMENT FOSTERS
REFLECTION ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
Located at 3,212 meters above sea level on South Tyrol’s Giogo
Alto glacier, “Our Glacial Perspectives” is the latest permanent
public artwork by Danish-Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson.
The artwork begins with a 410-meter-long path along the
mountain’s glacial-carved ridge. The path is divided by nine
gates, which are spaced apart by intervals corresponding to the
duration of Earth’s ice ages, thus marking a deep timeline of
our planet, of ice and of the environment.
At the end of the path is a pavilion made from multiple steel and
glass rings that contain a circular deck. Standing on the deck,
viewers can use the pavilion as an astronomical instrument by
aligning their gazes with the surrounding rings, which track the
apparent path of the sun in the sky on any given day. The rings
divide the year into equal time intervals: the top ring tracks the
path of the sun on the summer solstice, the middle ring tracks
the equinox and the bottom ring tracks the winter solstice.
Moreover, each ring is split into rectangular glass panes that
cover 15 arc minutes of the sun’s movement across the sky, thus
the viewer is able to determine the time of day based on the
position of the sun.
The glass panes of the sun-path are tinted in various shades
of blue, as referred to the cyanometer, a scale developed in
the 19th century to measure the color intensity of blue sky.
The colored glass both filters and reflects the light and solar
radiation, thus behaving as a miniature atmosphere. On the
outside of the pavilion, two parallel steel rings frame the
horizon line, and the half-rings that support the structure
indicate the north–south and east–west axes.
The artwork begins with a 410-meter path along the mountain’s
glacial-carved ridge. By marking the horizon, the cardinal
directions and the movement of the sun, the artwork directs
the visitor’s attention to a larger planetary perspective on
the changes in climate that are directly affecting the Giogo
Alto glacier. In Eliasson’s very words: “The artwork acts as a
magnifier for the very particular experience of time and space
that this location affords – vast and boundless on the one hand,
local and specific on the other. It is an optical device that invites
us to engage, from our embodied position, with planetary and
glacial perspectives.”
Sveva Riva
Photo: Oskar Da Riz
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XXX PEOPLE
GIANNI AGNELLI,
XXXFROM TURIN TO THE WORLD
XXX
Given his law degree, he was known as L’Avvocato, in other words “The
Lawyer”; although he was never part of the Italian equivalent of the bar
association. Gianni Agnelli, who died in 2003, was born in Turin on March
12th 1921 as Giovanni Francesco Luigi Edoardo Aniceto Lorenzo Agnelli. He
grew up in a very prominent family and became the most influential figure
in Italy’s economic landscape in the second half of the 20th century. In 1899,
his grandfather – whose name was also Giovanni – founded the Italian car
manufacturer FIAT: Fabbrica Italiana Automobili Torino. On the other hand
in 1923, Edoardo Agnelli – who was both son of a Giovanni as well as father
to a Giovanni – became president of the Juventus football club.
In 1938, Gianni Agnelli brought his high school years to completion at
Turin’s Liceo D’Azeglio, and started traveling and discovering the world.
The world however, was abruptly brought to a halt by World War II. Agnelli
lived the war experience from within in the army – and notwithstanding this
– he managed to attain a law degree.
In 1947, the link between Juventus (also known as the Bianconeri) and the
Agnelli family was further strengthened. L’Avvocato, aged 26, became the
Bianconeri’s new president. In 1966, after being FIAT’s CEO for three years –
and with the company having become a household name in Italian business
– he took over the company’s presidency from Vittorio Valletta; Agnelli was
opposed by some and supported by others.
For some, he was a symbol of that hard-working class the was at the country’s
very core, whereas for others, he was just a symbol of power. Together with
David Rockefeller in 1983, Agnelli founded the Council for the United States
and Italy – a bridge between the two shores of the Atlantic Ocean which saw
the U.S. as the ideal partner for Rome’s global ambitions. Indeed, Agnelli’s
dream was that of modernizing Italy, breaking away from its provincialism
and encouraging citizens, businesses, intellectuals and politicians to look to
future frontiers.
In addition to being an entrepreneur, L’Avvocato was also part of the
country’s political life. From 1945 to 1980 he was Mayor of Villar Perosa, a
small town at the outskirts of Turin. His family’s ties to this town are such
that this is where they have their family tomb, as well as where L’Avvocato
is buried. In 1991, Italian President Francesco Cossiga also appointed him to
the prestigious tenure of senator for life, where he joined the independent
parliamentary group.
Marco Bertollini
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DISCOVERING NATURE

SIGURTÀ GARDEN
PARK, ONE OF
THE WORLD’S
GREATEST
GARDENS
Halfway between Milan and Venice, in the province of
Verona, there is a breathtaking 600 thousand-squaremeter park. It has been honored with four awards just
in the past two years; in 2019, the “World Tulip Award”
from the World Tulip Society. In 2020, Tiqets crowned it
“Best Attraction 2020: Global Winner”; the park also won
the “Global Remarkable Venue Awards.” Though 2020
was also the year which saw Sigurtà Garden Park win the
Tripadvisor’s “Travelers’ Choice Best of the Best Award,”
Sigurtà Garden Park, however, is not exactly a novelty.
Founded in 1407, it treasures a number of places
of historical and natural interest with enchanting
and colorful blooms welcoming visitors throughout
the seasons. In the months of March and April,
“Tulipanomania” amazes them with a bloom of over a
million tulips of many different shapes and colors. In
the month of May, an avenue lined with 30 thousand
roses leads visitors on a one kilometer long floral walk.
Throughout the summer months on the other hand,
hundreds of rustic and tropical water lilies dance in the
park’s 18 ponds, creating colorful real-life paintings.
The Garden Park, however, also encompasses a 2,500
square-meter maze made of 1,500 yew trees in addition
to the Medicinal Herbs Garden. Other places of interest
include the Votive Grotto, the Dog Cemetery, the
Panoramic Walk, the Great Lawn, Romeo and Juliet’s
sundial, the Hermitage and the Castelletto.
Despite this, among the Park’s most beloved attractions
is the Great Oak. Being 4 centuries old, it is the Park’s
oldest tree. It boasts a six meter-round trunk, having
perfect proportions to its 120 meter- girth crown that
covers an area of about 1,000 square-meters with a
height of about 40 meters. For children, the Educational
Farm is unmissable. With its wide range of farmyard
animals – including Paduan Hens and Tibetan goats
– it is the perfect venue where to experience exciting
educational workshops.
Visitors, young and old alike, may choose to explore the
Park on foot, by bike (their own or one rented on-site), by
train with the Enchanted Trail train, by shuttle with the
electric shuttle inclusive of a guided tour or even with
electricity-powered golf-carts.
Marco Bertollini
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ITALIAN TRADITIONS

SEVEN WOMEN KEEP
THE TRADITION OF
SARDINIAN ANCIENT
TEXTILES ALIVE
Since 1978 in Mogoro (Oristano), the textile cooperative Su
Trobasciu – “the loom” in Sardinian – is very proactive about
protecting and reinterpreting the Sardinian traditional art of
weaving. Founded by seven women headed by Wilda Scanu,
the cooperative maintains the matrilineal tradition of the art of
weaving.
At its origin, women used to weave the items of a bridal
trousseau. They created practical items such as tablecloths and
blankets, but also purely decorative ones such as tapestries.
It was actually precisely in tapestry works that women could
fully express their creativity. Su Trobasciu is a stylish and
contemporary representative of that skill, proudly carrying such
precious tradition into the 21st century.
Su Trobasciu has injected new life into the handloom weaving
tradition, enabling the seven weavers to bring about countless
weaves and techniques. The materials they use are strictly
natural; these include Sardinian wool, cotton, linen and silk,
which they enrich with gold and silver threads to create
precious tapestries having typical motifs and patterns. Their
technical skill and sophistication, along with the in-depth study
of tradition, and the expert blending of yarns, motifs, ideas and
inspirations have given life to priceless creations.
They use a number techniques on their traditional handlooms.
A bagas, for example, are brocade wefts for tapestry, whereas
A pibiones is a technique used for carpets whereby wefts
are embossed. Each woman starts a job and completes it by
progressing slowly and meticulously. It takes them one day to
weave seven to eight centimeters of the simplest tapestries.
The most complex ones clearly take longer and as little as three
centimeters may be completed in any given weaving day.
Su Trobasciu has exhibited its crafts at several leading
international fairs and has worked with a number of designers.
Among its illustrious partnerships with world-famous designers
is that with Patricia Urquiola. The great Spanish designer –
longstanding admirer of weaving and knitting techniques – has
commissioned from Su Trobasciu some of her finest carpets.
Urquiola, in fact, believes that the Mogoro craftswomen have
the necessary care and accuracy to interpret her style.
John Daporto
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FASHION

ITALY’S PICTURESQUE SPOTS TURN
INTO FASHION SETS
Italy is among the undisputed leaders of fashion design.
If this were not enough, its enchanting landscapes
and evocative corners are often used by the industry’s
top names as locations where to present their newest
creations. From advertisements to fashion shows, this
country’s beauty is the perfect background for brands the
likes of Dolce & Gabbana, Valentino and Dior.
Dolce & Gabbana’s love for their home country embraces
the whole of the Belpaese. Starting from Lake Como
where, in the past, they have presented some of their
most famous collections, with unforgettable images from
Villa Olmo, a neoclassical masterpiece. More recently,
the shooting of D&G’s commercial on the shores of the
lake near Bellagio for the launch of their new fragrance; a
small village of rare beauty with remarkable architectural
heritage, boasting aristocratic villas, small churches, and
enchanting gardens.
As far as fashion shows as concerned, Dolce & Gabbana
seem to prefer Sicily. They have presented several
collections in Sciacca, as well as in the small baroque
village of Palma di Montechiaro, both located in the
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province of Agrigento. On said occasion, the fashion
designers reserved the entire historic center of the seaside
village of Sciacca to accommodate their guests, turning the
village’s narrow streets into enchanting catwalks.
Dior on the other hand, in order to present its 2021 SpringSummer collection, chose Sammezzano Castle, near
Florence. Rather than a traditional fashion show, Maria
Grazia Chiuri opted for a short movie directed by Matteo
Garrone. The set was simply amazing. A 17th-century
manor with opulently decorated rooms, all surrounded by
lush vegetation. One of the most fascinating examples of
Orientalist architecture in Italy.
Then again Valentino has chosen the eternal city for the
Haute Couture collection. The live-streamed presentation
depicted the creations amidst precious furnishings,
majestic mirrors, and incredible art works. The set for the
presentation was that of the Great Hall of Palazzo Colonna,
a glamorous building located at the heart of Rome, home
to several notable families throughout the past centuries.
John Daporto

ITALIAN STORIES

LUXARDO – 200 YEARS
OF EXCELLENT ITALIAN LIQUEURS
Founded in 1821, Luxardo is one of the world’s oldest
existing distilleries; it stands out among the few European
liquor companies that are still entirely owned by the same
family.
“Being here and able to talk about our 200-year history is
deeply emotional,” says senior partner Franco Luxardo. “It
is not always possible to celebrate these anniversaries in
person. It is happening to me today, and I am proud of it:
I think of – and cherish – the past and have great hope for
newer generations.”
Today, three generations of Luxardo work together in
the company, all committed to ensuring due continuity to
Girolamo Luxardo’s legacy. The company was founded
by Girolamo Luxardo in Zara, a city that had been part of
the republic of Venice for centuries. A Genoese aristocrat
dedicated to maritime trade; Girolamo moved with his
family to Zara in 1817. His wife, Marquise Maria
Canevari, used to home-make liqueurs.
Her specialty was Rosolio Maraschino,
made by infusing morello cherries
(locally grown sour cherries) in alcohol,
sweetening them and adding to
them the essence of roses in
order to enhance the scent. This
home-made liqueur’s quality
gave Girolamo the idea of
using the family recipe on an
industrial scale. Thus, precisely 200 years
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ago, he opened a factory for the production of Maraschino.
In 1829, after 8 years of perfecting the recipe, Girolamo
obtained an exclusive “Privilege” from the Emperor of
Austria, which reserved him exclusive production rights
for 15 years. Today the firm proudly continues bearing the
denomination of “PRIVILEGIATA FABBRICA MARASCHINO
EXCELSIOR.” During WWII, the distillery was almost
completely destroyed, the family’s belongings were
confiscated and the family members dispersed. After more
than a century of operations the Luxardo business seemed
to be on the brink of permanently ceasing
operations. In 1947, however, the last
surviving brother, Giorgio Luxardo, had
the entrepreneurial vision of rebuilding
the old business from scratch in Torreglia
(Padua). The Torreglia plant processes
morello cherries in order to produce a total
of more than 6 million bottles every year. The
company portfolio includes a complete mix of
internationally successful brands, capable of
providing consumers with a wide range of
typical Italian liqueurs. Maraschino and
Cherry Sangue Morlacco are the two
historical products, but the company’s long list of
fine liqueurs also includes Sambuca dei Cesari,
Amaretto di Saschira, Limoncello and Aperitivo, to
name a few.
Sascha Mallinckrodt

ICONS

100 YEARS
OF MOTO GUZZI
Founded in 1921, Moto Guzzi has had a century-long history,
made of wonderful motorcycles, victories, adventures and
extraordinary characters who have brought about and
shaped its story; one of the most authentic and glorious in the
motorcycling world.
In its one hundred years, Moto Guzzi has reached the top of
the podium on tracks all over the world, winning 14 World
Championship titles. Since its very origin, it has been the
motorcycle of great adventures. Among travelers all over the
world, that ritual continues to date, as every single day they hop
on their Moto Guzzi and set off to faraway places. Moto Guzzi
was the bike of speed records, a symbol of growth for a country
that looked to the future.
Today, Moto Guzzi makes authentically Italian motorcycles.
As always, these are built with craftsmanship in Mandello
del Lario, where they are assembled piece by piece. These
motorcycles capable of bringing together the most classic style
with cutting-edge technological features, appreciated all over
the world for their elegance and the construction quality.
ACI Storico – one of the most distinctive brands in Italian
motorsport and the “Club” within the Automobile Club of Italy
which is dedicated to safeguarding the great Italian automotive
heritage – has also contributed to celebrating Moto Guzzi’s
anniversary.
ACI Storico has dedicated to it an event that will take place
throughout the centennial year and the Peninsula. The event
will bring the history of Moto Guzzi – a unique tale told by way
of the most precious and representative motorcycles – as well
as iconic models that have intertwined their history with that of
Italy’s industrial and social growth, to a number of prestigious
locations.
The first event will take place at the ACI headquarters in Corso
Venezia in Milan, with an exhibition of motorcycles that have
marked their respective eras. They are extraordinary machines
that have often been ahead of their times as well as examples of
style and technology.
The Sport 500 of the 1920s – which gave way to the production
of the Sport 15 – was a futuristic creation of the 1930s. The
Guzzino of the 1940s, the Falcone, which powerfully entered
the pop culture, the Galletto 192 of the 1960s, the V7 Sport
which was a sportsmanship icon for the boys of the 1970s. The
exhibition continues with the V50, the Daytona 1000 and all the
way to the more recent Griso and the nonconformist MGX-21.
Unmissable of course, the motorcycle commemorative of Moto
Guzzi’s 100 years, the V7 850, which will also be exhibited.
Moto Guzzi’s commemorative events will be at their peak
from September 6th to 12th in Mandello del Lario, when the
special edition of the GMG - Giornate Mondiali Moto Guzzi
(International Moto Guzzi Days) – will no doubt attract fans
from all over the world.
Sascha Mallinckrodt
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CARS

ALFA ROMEO GIULIA IS “BEST CAR 2021”
Alfa Romeo Giulia has taken the driving experience to entirely new directions and evolutions with technology,
autonomous driving and connectivity applied to valuable technical heritage and unparalleled driving dynamics.
Level 2 ADAS systems, perfectly balanced between the pleasure of driving and assistance systems, a new
infotainment and a fully redesigned human-machine interface are among the many features which have earned
it another prestigious award. The German automotive magazine Auto Motor und Sport has in fact named it “Best
Car 2021.” Readers voted for the Italian sedan as the winner in the import category for the fourth time in the past
five years. With 22% of the votes, Alfa Romeo Giulia prevailed over 14 competitors.
The Alfa Romeo Giulietta and Alfa Romeo Stelvio – respectively second and third in their categories –
complemented the brand’s success at the “Best Cars 2021 Awards.”
The Alfa Romeo Giulia’s fourth victory in five years at the Best Cars 2021 Awards stands to confirm the strong
enthusiasm for the Italian brand among car lovers in Germany. To testify to this there is also the top placement
achieved by the Stelvio and the Giulietta models in the ranking of their respective categories.
More than 101 thousand readers took part in the 45th edition of the Best Cars competition, held by the trade
magazine Auto Motor und Sport. Readers could choose from 387 models divided into eleven categories, including
import vehicles, and for the first time ever, the award ceremony took place as a virtual ceremony.
Yet another corroboration for a car – which thanks to direct steering – to perfect weight distribution and to the
way the vehicle responds turns the pleasure of driving into a true calling.
Margherita Pituano
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ON THE ROAD

A LAMBRETTA SCOOTER
BREAKS FOUR WORLD
RECORDS
Recently ratified by the Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme (FIM),
September 2020 saw Southend-resident Keith Terry, 69, notch up an
incredible 110mph on his 1980s Lambretta scooter, breaking four different
world records.
Terry spent three years modifying and improving his scooter, adding more
than 75% to the engine’s original capabilities. All his work turned a 200cc
full-bodied Lambretta GP into his beloved “Orient Express,” officially the
world’s fastest full-bodied Lambretta. The four new FIM World Speed
Records are: the quickest standing start mile at 110mph, the “flying
kilometer” at 107mph, the fastest standing start quarter mile at 14 seconds
and the quickest flying quarter mile at 8.5 seconds.
The challenge took place on September 26th and 27th at Elvington Airfield
in Yorkshire, United Kingdom. Terry’s run on the runway was “done blind”
to help streamline the scooter as he crossed the finish line. Moreover, he
also had to battle against a crosswind to achieve top speed.
“There was just another guy on the day, we had a right battle the whole day,”
Terry said. “I tuck my head right down into the dashboard, I’m riding it blind
at the end, but I wouldn’t recommend doing that!”
Terry commented: “It took a lot of work to get to this point, so I’m really
pleased with the outcome. I’ve been eyeing up the opportunity for more than
two years. It’s taken a lot of modifying and changing it around. There was
also a lot of red tape to get through before I could enter. I even had to ask
[FIM] to change the rules to allow me to take part.”
“I also had to pay for private healthcare to make sure I was healthy. I had an
ECG and a heart scan before I traveled up there.”
Giorgio Migliore
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ALL ABOUT ITALY | Slow Tourism

A tour into discovering quiet spots for contemplation, art and meditation at the spiritual heart of the Emilia Romagna
region between Parma, Piacenza and Reggio Emilia, in the North of Italy.

It’s Time
for Cloisters
A

t times, one is able go beyond a blatantly
stunning façade in order to discover the
most intimate jewels; once again set off
from these and resurface allowing oneself to be
amazed by the marvel which pervades the gaze.
Should one abide by this philosophy, one may
approach abbeys, churches, monastery complexes
and villages, something which the area between
the provinces of Parma, Piacenza and Reggio
Emilia is very rich of, starting from the cloisters.
Center-point of ingeniously designed structures,
they also provide nourishment for eyes distracted
by the infinite habits of the urban landscape.
These spaces are secret, yet open to anyone who
sees spirituality in a neutral way; that is as a
very intimate and personal moment. They are,
however, just as much open to those that – very
plainly – feel like going for a stroll with their eyes
or their feet into those architectural jewels which
have hosted so many dialectical and meditative
marathons over the centuries.
PARMA
Together with the Cathedral, Parma is also home
to the Monastero di San Giovanni Evangelista.
It is an art and history treasure trove that
preserves much more than the splendid dome
frescoed by Correggio and the Storica Spezieria,
the former historic pharmacy now turned into
a museum. Among the secrets best kept by the
imposing walls of this Benedictine complex
dating back to the 10th century, are three
cloisters. These are a true haven of peace in the
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city’s historic center, and their access point is
located to the right of the church’s exit. What
strikes the visitor upon entering, is the silence.
Visitors are welcomed by the Benedictine
inscription: Ora et labora written along the wall
of the first cloister, named “San Giovanni” or
“della Porta,” which is the most recent. Built
between 1537 and 1538, it has a colonnade with
Ionic columns, a central fountain inaugurated
in 1589 and remains of frescoes dating back
to the late 1500s, such as those by Leonardo
da Monchio and Ercole Pio, dated 1579. A
door on the right-hand side allows access to
the Monumental Library and the astonishing
pictorial decoration by Abbot Stefano Cattaneo da
Novara, which comprises 5 geographical maps,
Christ’s genealogy and 3 chronologies, 4 areas
illustrated with archetypal constructions from the
Old Testament, the celebration of the victory in
Lepanto, the decoration of the grotesque vaults
and that of the lunettes above the two doors.
Below the loggia of the following cloister, the
oldest and not surprisingly known as the Capitolo
(Chapter), is where the chapter house opens up.
The biggest one of the three cloisters, however,
is the Chiostro di San Benedetto, built between
1508 and 1512 and characterized by a very
elegant trait which provides a sense of lightness
to the 36-column colonnade, each separated from
the following by 26 small circles with images of
saints painted by Giovanni Battista Merano and
Tommaso Aldovrandini at the end of the 17th
century.
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